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In the previous papers a generalization of the Lagrange-Poisson formula (cf. the author [4] ), a construction of the Bernoulli operator and a generalization of the Euler-Maclaurin formula and the summation formula (cf. the author [5] ) for a right invertible operator in a complete linear metric locally convex space have been derived. In the present paper we shall apply these results in order to obtain a generalization of the Poisson-d'Alembert formula.
We recall some definitions and theorems (without proofs) which will be used in our subsequent considerations.
Let A' be a linear space over a field T of scalars. L(X) will stand for the set of all linear operators with domains and ranges in X and £o(-X") = {A G L(X) : dom A = X}. By J-[t\ is denoted the set of all polynomials in the variable t with the coefficients belonging to T. Write:
If A 6 vjrA then j is a regular value of A. DEFINITION 1. (cf. the author [4] ). Let A' be a complete linear metric space over T . Let £ be a subspace of X. A continuous operator A G L(X) is said to be almost quasinilpotent on E if lim X n A n x = 0 for every x G E, A G vj?A.
n-• oo
The set of all operators almost quasinilpotent on E will be denoted by
AQN(E).
This paper has been presented at the Vth Symposium on Integral Equations and Their Applications, 10-13 December 1991, held at the Institute of Mathematics, Warsaw University of Technology. where F is this initial operator for D for which FR = 0 (cf. the author [1] , [2] ).
DEFINITION 2.
Suppose that X is a complete linear metric locally convex space (T = C or T = R) , D £ R(X) is closed, kerD / {0} and F is a continuous initial operator for D corresponding to a right inverse R almost quasinilpotent on ker£>. Let A(R) = R + or R. If {5/,}/, 6y t(R) C LQ(X) is a family of continuous linear operators such that So = I and for h 6 A(R) either
Sh are said to be true shifts. THEOREM 
(cf. the author [4]). Suppose that all conditions of Definition are satisfied, {Sh}h^A(K) 2S a strongly continuous semigroup (group) of true shifts and either P(D) = X or E(R) = X. Then D is an infinitesimal generator for {.S'/J/ig^ii), hence domD = X and ShD = DSh on dom£>.
Moreover, for the canonical mapping K defined as 
J{h)D = DJ(h) on A R (D), the operator J{h) is invertible and
Moreover,
n=l Formula (7) is the Euler-Maclaurin Formula for a right invertible operator D. Recall that X is a complete linear metric locally pseudoconvex space over T {T = R or J 1 = C) if is equipped with the topology induced by a sequence of p"-hoinogeneous F-norms: ||ix|| n = |t|*" ||x|| n for x G X, t G T (n € N) (cf. Rolewicz [1] ). In particular, complete linear metric spaces which are either locally convex or locally bounded, hence also Banach spaces, are locally pseudoconvex.
THEOREM 7. Suppose that X is a complete linear metric locally pseudoconvex space. Let A G L(X) and let E C dom A be a subspace of X. Suppose that A G AQN(E). If
i.e.
Proof. By Theorem 1, the series SnLo convergent for all x e E, A G vjrA. Since the space X is locally pseudoconvex, we conclude that also the series
is convergent for all x G E, vjrA. This, and formulae (8), (9) together imply that E G C-\A(X) and that Formula (14) holds.
• N o t e. A Zelazko's example (cf. for instance Rolewicz [1] ) shows that out of locally pseudoconvex spaces convergence of series appearing in Theorem 7 may hold in a finite number of points only. 
If he B{A h ) then A R (D) C C^(X).
Proof. Let < a < 1. By our assumptions and Theorem 6, 
